**Critic's Choice**

**Sellers steals the show in 'The Pink Panther'**

By Gilberto Ponce-Gilberto

The MIT Gilbert and Sullivan Society presents

**Concert Performances of 'The Sorcerer' and 'Iolanthe'**

Robert Goldstein '65, conducting

Narrated by Dean Frederick G. Fassett, Jr.

The TECH COOP

**Special STUDET OFFER**

**HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS**

An Internationally Famous Scientific Tool

- Five Indexed Sections
  1. Mathematical Tables
  2. Properties and Physical Constants
  3. General Chemical Tables
  4. Heat and Hygrometry
  5. Quantities and Units

- The most universally accepted reference in its field for students, teachers, engineers, research scientists, etc.

3,600 Pages 44th Edition

ONLY

Original Price  **$12.00**

Outside U.S.A. add 50¢

**Buy it at**

**THE TECH COOP**